
FEATURES  

Steam wands

Hot water wands and seletions

Boiler capacity (litres)

Independent coffee boilers

Capacity of each independent 
cofee boiler (litres)

Smart Boiler

Boiler insulation

Green Machine

Electrical cup warmer

Date:

Project:

Location:

MODEL:   ITEM:

President - A2
President - A3
President - A4 (SPECIAL ORDER)

A design with a timeless style.
President’s double functionality is also fully expressed in its design, which features minimal, 
essential forms and an industrial, elegant style.

Vintage and modern styles continue to coexist, both in the thermosiphonic version, where steel 
and black matt dominate, and in the Gti version, where satin and chrome-plated steel alternate 
with a pewter finish with wooden details. 

One machine, two thermal systems.
It is not easy to choose the machine with the most 
suitable thermal system for your needs. This is why 
the new FAEMA President offers two systems: a 
traditional thermosiphonic version that guarantees 
the thermal regulation of each individual group head, 
and a GTi version with heat-controlled, independent 
groups capable of managing and respecting suitable 
temperatures and infusion times for 
every type of coffee.

Both versions are ideal to ensure high thermal stability while simultaneously 
enhancing the sensory profile of each cup of coffee.

Because ergonomics is performance.
Care and passion for details. The new FAEMA President embodies this approach, which is not only designed 
to fit the style of every bar, but to meet the needs of every barista. For this 
reason, we’ve adjusted the display to better serve the water and steam area.

* Available in both touchscreen  
   and physical buttons versions. 
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Euro-Milan reserves the right to modify the characteristics of the products illustrated in this publication without prior notice 
for misprints and other errors. There may be colour deviations due to the printing process.

TECHNICAL DATA

GTI - PRESIDENT THERMOSIPHONIC - PRESIDENT

Width x Depth x Height (mm) Dimensions:       

Weight (kg) 
                  

Power at 

 A3
  820 x 630 x 505

77

6200 - 7400

1040 x 630 x 505

90

7500 - 8800

    1260 x 630 x 505

113

7500 - 8800

PRESIDENT

220-240V
220-240V3~50/60Hz (W)
380-415V3N~

 A2  A4

• Easily disassembled and painted by the customer
• Different finishes: pewter, black, golden satin,    

penny satin and quarzo satin.

A wide selection of back panel & 
hand crafted basement finishes

More & More Personalization
We personalize more and more the President range 
with the addition of the kit carter groups and lever in 
chrome, black, gold and copper.

*Kits are available for the President GTi buttons, while it is ongoing 
for the President Touch.

CHROME BLACK GOLD COPPER

QUARZO
SATIN

PENNY
SATIN

GOLDEN
SATIN

KIT CUSTOMIZATION
BACK PANEL

FOLIAGE BLACK

GRID 02

GRID 03

MESH 01

MESH 02

WEAVE 01

WEAVE 02
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